Specifications
Timing Capacity: 19 hours 59 minutes
Timing Increments: 1 minute
Timing Accuracy: 0.01%

Countdown Timing
The first press of the Hr (hour) or Min (minute) button turns the timer on (0:00 flashing). Set the countdown time by pressing Hr (hour) or Min (minute) buttons until the desired time is on the display.

(Press and hold the Hr or Min button to advance the display rapidly.)

Four (4) seconds after setting the countdown time, the timer will automatically begin counting down, this is indicated by a flashing colon (:).

Time-out
Press the Hr and Min buttons simultaneously to stop the timer. Press the Min button to resume timing.

Clearing the Display
If the timer is running (indicated by a flashing colon), press Hr and Min buttons simultaneously to stop the timer. Press the Hr button to clear the display and turn the timer off.

Alarm
The alarm will automatically silence after 20 seconds and the timer will turn off to preserve the battery. The alarm may be silenced and the timer turned off manually by pressing the Hr button.

Reminder Alarm
While the alarm is sounding, pressing the Min button once will silence the alarm and start the timer counting up. Once the timer reaches 10 minutes, a reminder alarm will sound.

Memory Recall
While the alarm is sounding, pressing the Min button twice quickly will activate the memory feature. The display will return to the previously programmed time and begin counting down.

Battery Replacement
An incorrect display, faint display or operational difficulties indicate that the battery should be replaced. To replace the battery, remove the four screws on the back of the unit. Remove the back. Equivalent battery replacements are: RAYOVAC 392 and TOSHIBA LR41. Insert the new battery with the positive side facing you. Replace the back of the unit. Replace the four screws and tighten securely.

WARRANTY, SERVICE, OR RECALIBRATION
For warranty, service, or recalibration, contact:

CONTROL COMPANY
4455 Rex Road
Friendswood, Texas 77546 USA
Ph. 281-482-1714  Fax 281-482-9448
E-mail sales@control3.com
www.control3.com

Control Company is ISO 9001 Quality-Certified by DNV and ISO 17025 accredited as a Calibration Laboratory by A2LA.